BRYAN BASKETBALL

"Basketball is and will be an asset to Bryan," so speaks the team. Indeed, the season thus far has been quite successful in spite of great handicaps. Having no place to practice, the boys overcame difficulties by making an outdoor court, which is used by both boys and girls.

The first squad includes: Schellhorn, center; Hirschy and Pray, guards; Ford and Maynard, forwards; Fuss, Perkins, Dauser, Wells, and Darrell playing various positions.

Up to the present time the Scarlet and Gold has favored Bryan with three victories over Rhea High and one loss. The Redbank Baptists also suffered defeat at their hands. Daisy-Suddy, however, was victorious to the tune of 11-21. Coach Ford has announced prospective games for the future, for which the team deserves our support.

The girls' team has lost their games thus far, but has been having more training under Coach Lyster, and the scores have become more encouraging.

Mr. Fish: Joe, if you should wake up and find yourself with a wife and seven children some morning, what would you do?

Joe: Go back to sleep.

It is quite evident why two of our friends had local anesthetics instead of general: they had to know what was going on.

Miss Lyster: (Meeting Miss Yancey near town) Don't you know it's time for faculty meeting?

Miss Yancey: Yes, that is why I am going to town.

Lewis: (In Interpretive Reading Class) Didn't you want me to execute that reading?

Mr. Ryther: Yes, but not annihilate it.

Dr. Currens' new chorus seems a very effective lullaby in one instance.

Now we know why Luntzie's motto is "Keep Looking Up"! Have you heard?

Just what did Mary mean when she told Charles Burdette, "I don't want to hear any of your secrets; I have plenty of my own"?

Eileen: Where did you go to school?

Miss Lyster: I went to Temple University in Philadelphia.

Eileen: I heard that only bright people went there.

We hear that Becky Peck received a letter from a friend saying, "You know, our friendship is like that of David and Goliath".
Dr. Mac has decided it would be an excellent idea to have "Anatomy" here next year instead of Zoology, using this year's flunks as next year's lab specimens.

****

Mildred: Why do the pigmies in Africa like salt by the handfuls?
Mr. Fish: I can't explain that, for most folks don't like salt.
Clarence: I like salt as well as sugar.
Mr. Fish: Well, you had better go to Africa and join the pigmies.

****

Dr. Currans: Mary, do you like mosquitoes?
Mary: No, but they like me pretty well.
Dr. Currans: Well, I don't blame them.

OVERHEARD

Senior: You know, you remind me of that new brand of coffee.
Junior: How's that?
Senior: Ninety-eight per cent of the active element absent from the bean.

****

Question: Who took the 'noise' out of Illinois? ? ? ?

****

Paul Perkins informs us that he was raised in the honey-producing center of the world. Keep sweet, Paul!

****

Frances: It's very foggy this morning.
Bill: It's so foggy I can't see two feet in front of my face.
Frances: Why can't you?
Bill: Because my feet are on the ground.

****

Joyce: I'm a better man than you are.
Jimmie: What kind of a man are you-- "woo-man"?

****

We Wonder: Why Mary always goes for the Charleses????

****

Gent from Florida: When I go shrimping in Florida I carry a salt-shaker in one hand and a pepper-shaker in the other.
New Jersey lady: What might be the size of a Florida shrimp?
Gent from Fla: Oh, the size of my arm.
N.J. Lady: With the pepper-shaker in one hand and the salt-shaker in the other, what of the shrimp?
Interested Listener: Ah, then the shrimp has you!!

****

Dr. Mac: Ordinarily we measure intelligence by the size of the brain.
Eileen: That doesn't mean that everyone who has the big head is intelligent.

****

It is understood that Profs. Hirschi and Burdette are going to teach a class in the scientifically correct way of holding hands. This class will meet at the same time as Interpretive Reading.

CUSTATORIAL NOTATIONS

In the North rice is rarely eaten except with sugar and milk, or usually butter and maple syrup. But always in the South it seems it is served with pepper and salt as a vegetable course with chicken or meat.

Now, New Jersey is half-way between these two places and we heard recently that the first time one of the students from New Jersey tried rice, first pepper and salt, then butter, milk, sugar, brown sugar, maple syrup with spices were stirred together and "tasted very good".

****

"Mrs. Rudd, could I sit at your table? A nice quiet table is so much more restful for my nerves."
Juanita and Ty combined make any table "sound" restful.

Bench-isms
Heard on Saturday Night:
Becky: I'm cold. Ralph and I have been out on the campus trying out a bench.
Joyce: My "heater" wasn't working either.
Perhaps this explains why Mr. Rudd apologized to the dormitory students for not thinking to provide heaters with each new bench.